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About This Game

Imagine if you had the opportunity to attend class at an elite academy for magical girls... Do you think you'd take the
opportunity to make new friends? Learn magic? Or... Would you try to date a cute magical girl?

Although you show only a pathetic amount of magical talent, the academy has decided to let you in. You're not sure why, but
this is probably a good opportunity to meet some girls! However, you only have one year to prove that you're suitable for the

academy. You'll have to balance your studies and chasing girls in order to succeed!

Take time out of your busy schedule to go shopping, attend the debate club, work a part-time job or just relax and see the sights.
The choice is yours!

As you get closer to winning the heart of your dream girl, you might find that not everything at the academy is what it seems.

An overwhelming sense of foreboding hangs above the academy like a dark cloud.

There's more to this place than the happy-go-lucky students are letting on...

This game contains scenes that may frighten or disturb some people. All characters are 18 years of age or older.

FEATURES

 Meet a unique cast of magical girls. Select your favorite one and try to win her heart!

 Use your free time as you see fit. Study, practice magic, brew potions or just chill out.

 Get to know each girl by taking her out on dates. Give her gifts to improve her affection!

 Close to 40 high-quality CG scenes.

 Lots of alternate costumes and outfits for each girl.

 Original soundtrack.

 In-game calendar system with special event days.

 Alchemy system for collecting and combining ingredients.

 10 to 15 hours playtime, with multiple endings.
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Title: How To Date A Magical Girl!
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Simulation
Developer:
Cafe Shiba
Publisher:
Cafe Shiba
Release Date: 31 Jan, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1280 x 720 or higher display

English
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i use to play ping pong in Denmark and i have won alot of turnament but this game is nothing like the real life so nope this is not
happening for me sry. i am there for asking for a refund. When a game is free, I do rate positive as long as I had some fun.
Well, I had some fun in this game. I especially liked the bow game and the goalie game. In fact, all the games were average to
above average.

This is definitely a must download and play when you're bored and looking for some quick mini-games in VR. I hope they keep
updating this game.

Rating 6/10 instead of download, play once, and uninstall .. I will play these again someday soon. The Inquisition, let's begin
The Inquisition, look out sin
We have a mission to convert the Rebels
We're gonna teach them wrong from right
We're gonna help them see the light
And make an offer that they can't refuse (that the Rebels just can't
Refuse)

Confess (confess, confess)
Don't be boring
Say yes (say yes, say yes)
Don't be dull

A fact
You're ignoring:
It's better to lose your skullcap than your skull  (oy gevalt)\t

The Inquisition, what a show
The Inquisition, here we go
We know you're wishing
That we'd go away
But the Tropican Inquisition's here and it's here to stay. I can finally hook up with girls!

10/10. I bought this game just so I can take a dump on Rebellion Studio.

A few years ago, Rebellion initiated a lawsuit against Stardock\/Ironclad over their game "Sins of a Solar Empire: Rebellion",
claiming that anyone who saw the title would associate that game with Rebellion Studio and not Stardock\/Ironclad. Now every
time I see Rebellion Studio I associate it with trite and meaningless lawsuits.

Way to shoot yourselves in the foot there, Rebellion. Enjoy your first and last purchase from me, don't spend it all on one lawyer..
The game itself is very broken. For some reason, the spacebar takes a screenshot. and it usually crashes on newer systems. Its a very
bad steam port. Play the original if you want to have a good time with this game.. Things I like:
-Usual standard of high quality scenery.
-Accurately modelled stations.
-Good textures and reasonable physics on the rolling stock.
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-A sensible amount of AI in the quick drives.
-Holyhead extension now available for a reasonable price.

Things I don't like:
-Sounds are quite bad but are tolerable.
-Texture glitch still present in the Class 158 cab side window.
-Scenarios are not that exciting.

It's a bit of a sightseeing route, with interesting landmarks dotted along the route. Most of the route is flat with few gradients, and
you'll find stations can be up to 20 miles apart, good if you fancy a more relaxed journey. Somewhat similar in character to the
Riviera Line, although a lot longer and a bit more varied. Only real downside is the usual case of DTG making a fantastic quality
route but being a bit lazy with the rolling stock.

Would I buy this route again? Yes, definitely.

Score out of ten: 9\/10.
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Uwuwuw I expected it to let me trade the skins to my chum chum Wx woman but apparently I can't and now she threatened to
break her kneecaps. At least the spools are nice <:). So far the game has been pretty cool. Alot of comments on the game being
pay to win. Which is true I guess. I spent .50 cents on unlimited boosts and got a landslide on second try. But most games want
you to spend ALOT MORE on things you want in-game. Just wanted to point that out. (.50 cents) LOL..... Anyway the focus on
the game should be V.P.S. which is votes per second. If you dont focus on upgrades you will lose. Unlimited boost will
randomly give you upgrades or you can buy them but they get pretty expensive. I suggest buying them early then later. and also
in the upper right hand coner of screen is a yellow triangle symbol click that to buy 2x multiplier. don't worry doesn't cost real
money. I had a VPS of 45,218 x2 was 90,436 votes per second. I was getting 325,569,600 votes per hour. had a total vote count
around 1.3- 1.4 billion. and on second try. thats gotta be pretty good. no cheats no mods I swear. so just focus on VPS and you
should do well.. If you loved Bomberman, you'll love this!

Similar powerups and gameplay, but with the paid version you're able to customize your character with lots of stuff!

Game runs smooth, and the music is oddly calming.

Lots of fun!. EndWar is a decent real time strategy with a groundbreaking voice control feature. Unfortunately it doesn't always
work as promised, so occasionally you have to shout your commands a couple of times more than planned. Eventually you'll just
go back to the way you usually give commands; by using menus. It was a good idea but it was too early to implement it just yet.
The technology wasn't entirely ready for this kind of gameplay back then.

And yet despite this flaw I had a good time with it, because it does give you the idea that you're the commander in charge and
there's an actual war going on. Now, there's not a lot of tactics involved when we're talking about the battles here, because the
idea is based on the real life rock paper scissors game. So if you use the right unit against the other you'll most likely win
(depending on the amount of units, of course). It's simple, but it works and it doesn't make the game tediously boring, like many
other strategy games. It's by no means perfect, but it's definitely fun. Just avoid the voice control feature.

[Rating: 75/100]. Great game i would reccomend it ;)
Because this game is so mobile that its great... This game is good for what it is. It is limited though with voice acting being not
great. The gameplay is ok. The simmulation is about right. Its not a graphic achevement but its not terrible. If u wanted a casual
poker game ye give it a go but maybe not a full price. Great game to pass some time with.
The music really fits the overall setup. A must see for any D&D or Pathfinder fan!

This webseries is done by the same people who made "The Gamers", "The Gamers: Dorkness Rising", and "The Gamers: Hands
of Fate". Unlike the Gamers series, which focuses on depicting the payers' characters as they play through a Dungeons and
Dragons Campaign and the players themselves in the real world, JourneyQuest is a completely fantasy world setting which
follows Perf a screwup wizard who does not want to be on the quest at all and the rest of his party as they seek a magical sword
to overthrow the evil kings.

Full of gaming humor, and hilarious high jinks.. good graphics love the item upgrades. This game is worth the [̲̅$̲̅(̲̅ ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°̲̅)̲̅$̲̅].
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